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Abstract
Large language models (LLMs) can make predictions using parametric knowledge–knowledge encoded in the model
weights–or contextual knowledge–knowledge presented in the context. In many scenarios, a desirable behavior
is that LLMs give precedence to contextual knowledge when it conflicts with the parametric knowledge, and fall
back to using their parametric knowledge when the context is irrelevant. This enables updating and correcting the
model’s knowledge by in-context editing instead of retraining. Previous works have shown that LLMs are inclined to
ignore contextual knowledge and fail to reliably fall back to parametric knowledge when presented with irrelevant
context. In this work, we discover that, with proper prompting methods, instruction-finetuned LLMs can be highly
controllable by contextual knowledge and robust to irrelevant context. Utilizing this feature, we propose EREN
(Edit models by REading Notes) to improve the scalability and robustness of LLM editing. To better evaluate the
robustness of model editors, we collect a new dataset, that contains irrelevant questions that are more challenging
than the ones in existing datasets. Empirical results show that our method outperforms current state-of-the-art
methods by a large margin. Unlike existing techniques, it can integrate knowledge from multiple edits, and correctly
respond to syntactically similar but semantically unrelated inputs (and vice versa). The source code can be found at
https://github.com/thunlp/EREN.
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1. Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have demonstrated
remarkable performance on numerous natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) tasks and can memorize
vast amounts of knowledge (Petroni et al., 2019;
Shin et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2020; Roberts et al.,
2020; OpenAI, 2023). However, the memorized
knowledge may not be consistent with the knowl-
edge of the real world (Lazaridou et al., 2021;
Roemmele et al., 2022), and this may lead to un-
desired behaviors or incorrect predictions (Ji et al.,
2023). Hence, model editing (Sinitsin et al., 2020;
Zhu et al., 2021), which aims to quickly modify the
behavior of a deployed LLM on specific examples
while preserving its performance on unrelated in-
stances, has gained attention in recent years.

The early approaches to model editing have
focused on direct updates to the model parame-
ters (Sinitsin et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2021; De Cao
et al., 2021; Mitchell et al., 2022a; Dai et al., 2022;
Meng et al., 2022a,b; Li et al., 2023), which cannot
be applied to current LLMs due to the inaccessibility
of the parameters (OpenAI, 2023; Anil et al., 2023).
Recently, some preliminary studies have explored
the possibility of in-context model editing (Si et al.,
2023), which modifies the behavior of a deployed
LLM by adding a prompt to the input. The concur-
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rent work by Zheng et al. (2023) builds upon this
by adding demonstrations for behavior preserva-
tion on unrelated edit examples. In this way, the
model users can easily edit black-box LLMs without
access to the model parameters.

Li et al. (2023) shed light on a more scalable
in-context model editing method. They argue that
we can view the context as the working memory (R.
et al.; Ashby et al., 2005) of neural models, and
propose a finetuning regime that drives an LLM
to make predictions grounded on the knowledge
presented in the context over the knowledge it has
learned during pretraining.

However, existing in-context model editing meth-
ods (Si et al., 2023; Zheng et al., 2023; Li et al.,
2023) have three major limitations. (1) They are
not scalable to large numbers of edits. If we inte-
grate multiple edits into a single prompt, the prompt
may be too long for the LLM. (2) They assume the
relevant edit of a certain instance is given while in
real-world scenarios the model needs to determine
whether the current instance is related to any ed-
its. If an instance is unrelated to all edits but we
still use the edits as prompts, it often has a neg-
ative impact (Jia and Liang, 2017; Webson et al.,
2023). (3) LLMs sometimes ignore the knowledge
presented in the context or fail to ignore irrelevant
knowledge, negatively impacting their result (Li
et al., 2023; Yoran et al., 2023a; Shi et al., 2023a).

In this work, we show that instruction-tuned LLMs

https://github.com/thunlp/EREN
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can be reliably grounded on contextual knowledge.
Inspired by this, we propose a robust and scalable
model editing method called EREN (Edit models
by REading Notes). (1) Specifically, the LLM is
complemented with a notebook memory that stores
all edits in natural text. For a given input, relevant
edits are retrieved from the notebook and used as
prompts to modify the behavior of the LLM. In this
way, we can easily scale up the number of edits
without increasing the length of the prompt. (2) To
determine whether the current instance is related to
a certain edit, we reformat the task of model editing
into reading comprehension with an “unanswerable”
option. Hence, we can avoid the negative impact
of irrelevant edits on the LLM behavior.

Empirical results show that our method can
achieve state-of-the-art performance on in-context
model editing on question answering and fact-
checking.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We conduct rigorous experiments to show that
instruction-tuning enables LLMs to give prece-
dence to contextual knowledge over paramet-
ric knowledge.

• We propose EREN, a robust and scalable in-
context model editing method that can handle
large numbers of edits and irrelevant edits. Our
method beats the current state-of-the-art by a
large margin.

• We process and release cleaner and more
challenging versions of existing datasets for
model editing, and empirically show that ex-
isting methods see drastic performance drops
on our new types of challenging examples.

2. Related Works

Model Editing Our method is most related to
the lines of work on the model editing problem.
It was originally proposed by Sinitsin et al. (2020);
Zhu et al. (2021). Sinitsin et al. (2020) proposes a
meta-learning framework to train models that can
be more easily edited. Zhu et al. (2021) uses Lp

norm to constrain the parameter change while train-
ing the model. KnowledgeEditor (De Cao et al.,
2021), MEND (Mitchell et al., 2022a), and Xu et al.
(2022) introduce hyper-networks to transform gradi-
ents into parameter changes. However, the perfor-
mance of gradient-based methods suffers greatly
when applying multiple edits in sequence, and gra-
dient information may be unavailable.

ROME (Meng et al., 2022a) and MEMIT (Meng
et al., 2022b) propose causal tracing to locate fac-
tual associations in a GPT (Radford et al., 2019;
Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021), and update the
FFN layer to insert a factual association. However,

these method requires expensive activation statis-
tics and do not work with non-causal LMs. REMEDI
(Hernandez et al., 2023) proposes to use learn a
mapping from inputs to the hidden representations
to guide the output, but it only focuses on editing
errors in the input.

Retrieval methods use an external memory
module and an explicit relevance estimation
step to avoid reliance on gradient information or
knowledge-locating methods. SERAC (Mitchell
et al., 2022b) estimates relevance using a scope
classifier and sends relevant edits to a counter-
factual model. GRACE (Hartvigsen et al., 2022)
caches and retrieves hidden representations of ed-
its. However, these methods have limitations in
generalization and performance, and assume that
there is only one relevant edit at a time. In contrast,
EREN’s relevance estimation is more accurate, can
be conditioned on multiple edits at the same time,
and has stronger generalization abilities.

Finally, the concurrent work by Zheng et al.
(2023) uses in-context learning to update the
model’s knowledge. Still, they only consider the
insertion of one fact and assume that the relevant
fact is known. Their method can be seen as the
few-shot version of our one-step MRC baseline.

Retrieval-Augmented Methods Our work re-
lies on retrieval to scale up to thousands of ed-
its. Retrieval-augmented methods have demon-
strated impressive capabilities in knowledge inten-
sive tasks (Chen et al., 2017; Karpukhin et al., 2020;
Mao et al., 2021; Guu et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2023b).
More recent and concurrent works include (Ren
et al., 2023; Vu et al., 2023; Yoran et al., 2023b,a;
Zhou et al., 2023; Jiang et al., 2023; Shi et al.,
2023a).

Prompting with Retrievals Our methodology
can be categorized as “prompting”. MemPrompt
(Madaan et al., 2022) employs a growing memory
of prompts to help the model better understand user
intentions, but they focus on a different task setting.
Si et al. (2023) prompts GPT-3 to perform read-
ing comprehension on Wikipedia passages with
replaced entities to update knowledge, but have
little analysis related to model editing.

3. Methodology

3.1. Sequential Model Editing

In model editing, multiple edits may be applied si-
multaneously or sequentially. The ability to per-
form the latter is important for making the edits as
soon as they appear and has been shown to be
considerably more challenging than the former sce-
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The President of the US is Joe Biden.

Joe Biden was born in Scranton, Pennsylvania.

Where was the US
President born?

Notebook

Where does US
President live? White House

Scranton, PennsylvaniaLLM

LLM

+ Edited Knowledge

Preserved Answer

Relevant

Irrelevant LLM

Figure 1: Illustration of the framework of EREN. Two edits have been injected, and the colored part shows
inference on two inputs. Green: Both edits are relevant, and the final output depends on both. Yellow:
The LLM determines that no edit is relevant, and the output of the base model is used.

nario (Huang et al., 2023). This paper focuses on
sequential model editing.

When we apply one edit e, we want to instill cer-
tain behaviors into a model f on a set of inputs.
Typically, e is a fact and we want the edited model
f∗ to behave as if the fact is true. The goal of model
editing is to find an editor function that produces
an edited model given a base model and an edit:
Edit(f, e) = f∗.

To evaluate the correctness of f∗, we define the
edit scope I(e) of e as the set of input-output pairs
that are implied by e:

I(e) = {(x1, y1), ..., (xm, ym)},

where (xi, yi) is the i-th example implied by e.
For instance, the edit that instills the fact that

“The CEO of Apple is Tim Cook” implies that the
answer to the questions “Who is the CEO of Apple?”
and “Where does Tim Cook work?” are “Tim Cook”
and “Apple”, respectively.

In sequential model editing, we want to apply
each edit one by one and ensure that all intermedi-
ate edited models are performant. This is important
for keeping the model up-to-date and undesired be-
haviors are fixed as soon as possible. Assume an
ordered set of n edits E = {e1, ..., en}, the edited
model is as follows.1

f∗ = Edit(f, E) = Editn ◦ · · · ◦ Edit2 ◦ Edit1(f),

where Editi(·) = Edit(·, ei). Moreover, the edit
scope of multiple edits is not the union of their
scopes, because multiple edits in conjunction may
imply new input-output pairs. Figure 1 shows one
such example in green. To address this, we de-
note the edit scope of a set of edits I(E) as all
input-output pairs implied by all the edits in E in
conjunction.

1f1 ◦ f2 denotes the composite of f1 and f2.

The goal of Edit(f, E) is to produce an f∗ that
satisfies the following.

f∗(x) =

{
y ∀(x, y) ∈ I(E)
f(x) ∀x ̸∈ I(E).

For the simplicity of further discussion, we say
an edit is relevant to an input x (and vice versa)
when its edit scope contains x.

Note that the edits may come in different formats.
Most existing works on model editing, represent
edits with input-output pairs (Sinitsin et al., 2020;
Mitchell et al., 2022a,b), while others use factual
triples (Meng et al., 2022a,b; Hernandez et al.,
2023). However, this paper assumes that edits
are given as short declarative sentences.

3.2. Our Approach

In summary, the edited LLM is complemented with
a notebook that caches all edits in natural text. For
each question, the model first determines whether
the input is relevant to any edit, if so, it makes a
prediction based on the notebook. Else, it directly
answers the question using its memorized knowl-
edge.

We find that LLMs, even when instruction-
finetuned, are not readily controllable by their con-
text, i.e. the notebook. In particular, they are not
robust to irrelevant context (Li et al., 2023; Yoran
et al., 2023a; Shi et al., 2023a), resulting in changed
predictions on unrelated inputs. Also, the number
of edits may to too large to fit into the input context of
the LLM. Addressing these two issues, we propose
to (1) split inference into two steps, and (2) use a
dual-encoder retrieval framework to perform rough
relevance estimation.
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3.2.1. Two-Step Inference

Our preliminary experiments reveal that LLMs, re-
gardless of whether it is instruction-finetuned, are
generally easily controllable by grounding on rele-
vant contexts, but they are not robust to irrelevant
context, which has been highlighted by existing
works (Li et al., 2023; Shi et al., 2023a). However,
we discover that instruction-finetuned LLMs can
reliably determine the relevance of contexts.

Inspired by this observation, we design a two-
step inference pipeline. The LLM is first prompted
to determine whether an input is relevant to existing
edits, i.e., determine whether x ∈ I(E) is true. If
true, the LLM performs conditional generation with
all edits as the premise. If false, the LLM answers
without context. One possible prompt template for
relevance estimation is roughly as follows. The
complete prompts are given in Appendix B.

Read this and answer the question. If
it is unanswerable, say <irr>.
<premise>
<question>

Here, <premise> is a list of edits, and <irr> is a
special token that indicates irrelevance. If the LLM’s
answer is <irr>, we prompt it to answer using only
parametric knowledge.

In summary, the edited LLM can be formalized
as:

f∗(x) =

{
f(x) f(Trel(x, E)) = <irr>

f(Tgen(x, E)) otherwise,

where Tgen and Trel are the prompt templates for
conditional generation and relevance estimation.

This is analogous to a person noting down ev-
ery edit, and using relevant notes over memorized
knowledge if there are any relevant notes. Thus, we
named the method EREN (Edit models by REading
Notes). The framework is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.2.2. Rough Relevance Estimation

In practice, Tgen(x, E) and Trel(x, E) becomes ex-
ceedingly long when E is very large, and the input
length may exceed the context capacity. There-
fore, we perform a rough relevance estimation to
eliminate irrelevant edits that are easily identified.
To this end, an embedding-based note retriever is
employed to retrieve the top-k most relevant notes.
Let R denote the encoder, the retrievals are

ER = Top-ke∼E (R(x) ·R(e))

where k < |E|. We use ER instead of E to construct
the prompt.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

We evaluate the editors on QA and fact-checking.
We first collect more challenging examples, then fil-
ter out examples of poor quality, and finally perform
the necessary conversions to suit our setting.

4.1.1. Question Answering

For QA, We use CounterFact (Meng et al., 2022a),
a dataset for editing knowledge in language models.
Each question in CounterFact is the verbalization
of a factual triple (subject, relation, object), and ed-
its are created by modifying the object. Counter-
Fact also includes out-of-scope inputs (i.e., inputs
outside of the edit scope) that are constructed by
swapping the subject with a neighboring subject
(see Meng et al. (2022a) for more details).

While many existing model editors are evaluated
on ZsRE (Levy et al., 2017), we choose Counter-
Fact over it because the out-of-scope examples in
ZsRE are sampled from a large set of unrelated ex-
amples, which are syntactically very different from
the edit, making the edit scope estimation overly
simple (Meng et al., 2022a). Table 1 shows an
example in our version of CounterFact.

Collecting Harder Out-of-Scope Questions We
find that out-of-scope examples constructed by
keeping the subject but changing the relation and
object are more challenging. We hypothesize that
this is because existing methods are overly reliant
on the subject. Therefore, to better evaluate speci-
ficity of model editors, i.e., their performance on
out-of-scope questions, we generate such exam-
ples by collecting Wikidata triples with the same
subject but different relations and objects, then ver-
balize them with the templates from CounterFact.

See Appendix A for more details.

4.1.2. Fact-Checking

We follow existing works (De Cao et al., 2021;
Mitchell et al., 2022b) and evaluate using
FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018) where each exam-
ple is a factual statement. We use the version re-
leased by De Cao et al. (2021) which includes input
paraphrases generated with back-translation. The
fact statement itself is used as the edit statement.
The reader performs natural language inference
(NLI) with the retrieved edits as premises. For edi-
tors that require QA pairs, we convert the facts into
boolean questions with the template “Is it true that
{statement}?”. To generate false facts, we sample
half of all facts, and flip the answers to all ques-
tions except the first one to “no” by negating the
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Part Explanation Example
Edit statement A statement of the fact to be inserted. “The president of the US is Joe Biden.”
Edit scope QA pairs that are implied by the edit. “Who is the president of the US?”, “Joe

Biden”
Out-of-scope
examples

Questions whose answers are not changed by
the edit.

“Where does the president of the US live
in?”, “White House”

Table 1: Parts of an example in our version of CounterFact. The edit statement is only used for our
method, and we use one QA pair from the edit scope for baseline methods that rely on QA pairs as edits.

Version CounterFact FEVER
Original 12.5% / 36.9% 42.7%
Auto-filtered 0% / 0% 26.5%

Table 2: Proportion of incorrectly labeled examples
in CounterFact and FEVER, by human inspection
on 128 samples. For CounterFact, the two num-
bers correspond to the error proportion of in-scope
and out-of-scope examples.

fact statements using a BART-Base (Lewis et al.,
2019) from Lee et al. (2021).

4.1.3. Filtering

The datasets have a relatively large proportion of
erroneous labels, and we leverage pretrained mod-
els to create filtered versions. Table 2 shows the
proportion of erroneous labels in the original and
filtered versions. However, we find that the auto-
filtered FEVER still contains many erroneous ex-
amples, so we create a cleaner version of FEVER
by manual filtering with 128 examples. More de-
tails about the implications of filtering and some
examples of erroneous data are given in Appendix
A.3.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics
Edit Success (ES) An edit is successful when all
examples in its edit scope are correctly predicted,
so we define the edit success of an edit as the
accuracy of the model on the edit scope.

Behavior Preservation (BP) An input with no rel-
evant edits should not have its prediction changed.
Therefore, we define the behavior preservation of
an edit as the proportion of unrelated examples
whose behavior has been preserved.

Edit Quality (EQ) A good model editor should
ensure both ES and BP, hence, we define the edit
quality as the harmonic mean of ES and BP.

A perfect model editor has an ES, BP, and EQ
of value 1.

4.3. Implementational Details
We apply EREN to edit the publicly available FLAN-
T5 (Chung et al., 2022), which is obtained by multi-
task instruction-finetuning T5 checkpoints (Raffel
et al., 2020).

We use Contriever (Izacard et al., 2022) for the
rough estimation. It is a dense passage retriever
with state-of-the-art zero-shot performance. Unless
specified, k = 5 edits are retrieved during inference.
To aggregate the retrieved notes ER for feeding to
the model as the context, we simply concatenate
the notes with a new line as the delimiter. Answers
are generated by greedy search. We cap the num-
ber of output tokens at 20 and 10 for QA and FC,
respectively.

4.3.1. Task Reformatting

During the reading step, QA and fact-checking in-
puts are reformatted as reading comprehension
and NLI, respectively. In reading comprehension,
we prompt the reader to output “unanswerable” if
the context cannot be used to answer the question.
In NLI, the retrieved notes are the premise and the
input is the hypothesis, and the reader is given three
options at the end of the prompt, corresponding to
entailment, neutral, and contradiction.2

4.4. Experimental Details
4.4.1. Black-Box Baselines

SERAC We primarily test our model against
SERAC (Mitchell et al., 2022b), the state-of-the-
art model editor. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the only editor that can be used in a black-
box setting. The original SERAC is finetuned on
supervised data, but we are interested in the zero-
shot performance, so we train SERAC on ZsRE
using the same hyperparameters as Mitchell et al.

2Unfortunately, the instructions for NLI tasks in the
FLAN dataset have no clear distinction between con-
tradiction and neutral. I.e., “No” and “It’s impossi-
ble to say” both could imply no entailment. The au-
thor says it was an arbitrary choice: https://github.
com/google-research/FLAN/issues/32. Despite so, our
method achieves superior results.

https://github.com/google-research/FLAN/issues/32
https://github.com/google-research/FLAN/issues/32
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QA FC FC (clean)
Methods ES ↑ BP ↑ EQ ↑ ES ↑ BP ↑ EQ ↑ ES ↑ BP ↑ EQ ↑

Unedited 0.0 100 0.0 41.9 100 59.1 38.7 100 55.8
Non-Black-Box Methods

Full FT 17.0 0.4 0.8 58.9 49.8 54.0 58.8 13.0 21.2
MLP FT 1.9 9.2 3.1 58.9 49.7 53.9 57.7 60.8 59.2
MEND (Mitchell et al.) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ROME (Meng et al.)∗ 17.2 7.3 8.5 - - - - - -

Black-Box Methods

SERAC (Mitchell et al.) 96.9 51.4 67.2 60.1 67.9 63.8 60.4 97.6 74.6
+ Data Aug. 93.9 75.3 83.6 59.2 66.7 62.7 58.5 98.1 73.3
One-step MRC 98.4 24.5 39.2 90.9 64.6 75.5 93.8 74.5 83.0
EREN (Ours) 96.9 96.8 96.9 81.5 79.6 80.5 93.8 96.7 95.2

Table 3: Comparison of different methods on question answering (QA) and fact-checking (FC). FC (clean)
is the manually filtered dataset. The base model in One-step MRC and EREN are FLAN-T5-XL. The best
result in each metric is bolded. *: Applied to GPT-2-XL instead because it is only applicable to causal
language models.

(2022b) and evaluate it on unseen datasets without
additional finetuning. We also evaluate the version
of SERAC that employs data augmentation (DA)
by automatically sampling similar inputs using a
Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) as
negative samples.

One-Step MRC Let the model directly answer the
question in one forward pass in a zero-shot manner.

4.4.2. Non-Black-Blox Baselines

For reference, we also list the results of non-black-
box model editors, although they should not be
regarded as baselines because they have access
to the parameters.

Full FT & MLP FT Finetune all parameters or fine-
tune only the second linear layer in one of the FFN
layers (choosing the best performing one among all
layers). They are trained with a constant learning
rate of 1e− 5 with Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2017) until the target output is learned or after 50
parameters update steps.

MEND MEND (Mitchell et al., 2022a) learn to map
the gradients to low-rank parameter updates that
better ensure the generality and locality of knowl-
edge editing.

ROME ROME (Meng et al., 2022a) modifies a
key-value association in the MLP layers by updat-
ing the parameters to maximize the probability of
the target text. Since ROME requires knowledge
about the subject of an edit, we do not evaluate it on
FEVER, which does not have labeled subject enti-
ties. The base model for ROME is GPT-2-XL (Rad-

ford et al., 2019) instead because it is unclear how
it can be applied to encoder-decoder models.3

4.5. Edit Format
Some methods (e.g., SERAC and gradient-based
methods) require input-output pairs as edits. In
such cases, we pick one QA pair from the edit
scope. For EREN, edits are assumed to come in
the format of declarative statements. Therefore,
for each example in QA, we convert one of the QA
pairs into a declarative sentence using a T5-3B
finetuned on QA-NLI (Chen et al., 2021; Demszky
et al., 2018).

Edit Scheme We apply 1024 edits sequentially
for auto-filtered QA and FC, and 128 edits for the
cleaner FC because it only has 128 examples.

5. Result

The result for our method and the baselines on QA
and fact-checking are shown in Table 3. The edit
quality of EREN is greater than the non-black-box
baselines and SERAC by a large margin. The fine-
tuning methods, MEND, and ROME suffer from
severe catastrophic forgetting, resulting in very low
edit quality, and generally fail to sequentially apply
more than a thousand edits. After a certain num-
ber of sequential parameter updates, the model
has degraded to producing unintelligible text. For
MEND, it is because the hypernetwork was adapted

3MEMIT (Meng et al., 2022b), an extension of ROME
that addresses multiple edits, is not considered because
it requires edits to be applied simultaneously, but this
paper addresses the sequential model editing problem.
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to the parameter of the base model, but the pa-
rameter changes for each update, while the hy-
pernetwork stays the same. A similar problem is
found in ROME, where we have to pre-compute
the activation statistics of the base model, which is
not updated for each edit.4 It is also worth noting
that the time needed to apply each edit in these
non-black-box baselines is significantly more than
SERAC and EREN.

Interestingly, one-step MRC can beat SERAC
in fact-checking in terms of editor quality. This is
likely because SERAC is trained on a QA dataset
and is therefore unable to adapt to the domain of
fact-checking in a zero-shot manner.

One of the main reasons SERAC underperforms
EREN is that SERAC is limited by the two small
complementary models. See Appendix F for a dis-
cussion on why SERAC underperforms.

In the following sections, we will evaluate EREN’s
performance in editing different base models, scal-
ing the number of edits, and its ability to combine
multiple edits. We also analyze the effect of the
note retriever. Finally, we show that the hard in-
scope and out-of-scope examples are more chal-
lenging than those that are commonly used to test
model editors.

5.1. Different Base Models
Figure 2 shows the result of EREN on different
base models, the implementation details are given
in Appendix D. We can see that instruction-tuning
is crucial for the success of EREN, i.e., T5 without
instruction-tuning (Raffel et al., 2020) has only half
the edit quality. Interestingly, most performance
degradation comes from low BP, which indicates
that instruction-tuning is essential for ensuring the
LLM is robust to irrelevant contexts.

We also observe that EREN is effective for editing
GPT3.5, an API-level LLM. It is not as effective as
using T5 because GPT3.5 is trained to output chat-
like responses, which gives a lower score on QA
because we use exact match as the evaluation
metric.

5.2. Different Number of Edits
Meng et al. (2022b); Mitchell et al. (2022b) have
shown that existing methods may struggle when
we scale up the number of edits. Figure 3 shows
the performance of EREN, ROME, and Full FT
on question-answering where the number of ed-
its ranges from 1 up to 1024. Both Full FT and
ROME exhibit very poor EQ at 1024 edits because
sequentially editing the model’s parameters will add
up the errors of each edit. In contrast, EREN keeps

4It is prohibitively expensive to update the hypernet-
work and activation statistics after every edit.

T5 T5 (IT) GPT3.5
30
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100
SERAC's EQ EQ ES BP

Figure 2: The performance of EREN on different
base models. The red dotted line represents the
EQ of SERAC + DA. T5 and T5 (IT) are the non-
instruction-tuned and instruction-tuned versions of
T5-XL, and GPT3.5 is the gpt-3.5-turbo API. See
Appendix D for more details.
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Figure 3: Edit quality of EREN, ROME, and Full
FT by different numbers of edits on CounterFact.
The colored area is the standard deviation of 5 runs.

Method ES ↑ BP ↑ EQ ↑

Unedited 23.4 100 37.9
EREN (k = 1) 38.9 95.7 55.3
EREN (k = 2) 60.9 93.2 73.7
EREN (k = 3) 65.4 92.0 76.5
EREN (k = 5) 67.2 89.5 76.7
EREN (k = 10) 70.7 89.1 78.8

Table 4: Performance on questions that require
combining knowledge from multiple edits. k is the
number of retrieved notes.

the base model frozen, making the impact of each
edit limited to relevance estimation, and reducing
the EQ drop to less than 4%.

5.3. Combining Multiple Edits
Existing retrieval-based methods (Mitchell et al.,
2022b; Hartvigsen et al., 2022) assume that each
input has only one relevant edit, and they are not
able to combine multiple edits. To evaluate the
ability of our method to combine knowledge from
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Figure 4: The performance of EREN and recall rate
of the note retriever by retrieving different numbers
of notes on CounterFact.

multiple edits, we sample 512 examples from Hot-
potQA (Yang et al., 2018) and insert all passages
as edits, then sample another 512 examples to use
as out-of-scope questions. The result is listed in Ta-
ble 4. We can see that the performance increases
sharply when retrieving more than one edit, which
indicates the ability to combine multiple edits.

5.4. Effect of Note Retriever
A note retriever filters out highly dissimilar notes
to speed up inference, and it may significantly in-
fluence the final performance. Figure 4 plots the
retrieval recall rate and EREN’s performance on
CounterFact with varying numbers of retrievals.

Interestingly, with a small number of retrievals,
the ES is significantly lower than the recall rate,
which means that although the reader can see the
relevant note, it has not been able to produce the
correct answer. We hypothesize that this is be-
cause the reader is instruction-tuned on datasets
where contexts are usually longer than just a few
sentences, and struggles to generalize to shorter
contexts.

On the other hand, increasing the number of
retrievals reduces BP, which is intuitive, because
more irrelevant notes may introduce noise for the
reader. The edit quality does not increase much
beyond 5 retrievals.

5.5. Harder Out-of-Scope Examples
As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, although Counter-
Fact already includes hard out-of-scope questions
on neighboring subjects, we collect unrelated ques-
tions about the subject of the edit, which serves
as harder out-of-scope questions. Table 5 shows
the breakdown of behavior preservation of different
methods on the two types of out-of-scope questions.
We observe that SERAC sees a much larger perfor-
mance drop on out-of-scope questions about the

Method NB. Subj. ↑ Same Subj. ↑
SERAC 89.3 33.1
+ Data Aug. 89.4 63.4
One-step MRC 13.7 25.1
EREN 97.0 95.9

Table 5: Behavior preservation on CounterFact
by different types of out-of-scope questions. NB.
subj.: Questions where the subject is replaced
with a “neighbor subject”, introduced by Meng et al.
(2022a). Same subj.: Questions about unrelated
knowledge of the same subject as the edit, intro-
duced by us.

same subject compared to the out-of-scope ques-
tions in the original CounterFact, which confirms
our hypothesis that the question we collect about
the same subject is more challenging for model
editors than the questions in the original dataset.
This is likely because SERAC’s scope classifier has
learned to overly rely on the subject as a signal to
determine the relevance of edits. Using negative
samples as data augmentation significantly miti-
gates this, but still is far behind the performance of
EREN.

5.6. Harder In-Scope Examples
Mitchell et al. (2022b) proposed to construct hard
in-scope QA by automatically constructing implied
facts. E.g., the QA pair (“Who is the Prime Minister
of UK?”, “Boris Johnson”) as an edit would imply
the QA pair (“Where is Boris Johnson Prime Min-
ister?”, “UK”). However, we discover that SERAC
fails on simple in-scope examples unseen in its
training set, such as rephrasing the question as a
boolean question. Concretely, after applying the
above edit and asking “Is it true that Boris Johnson
is the Prime Minister of the UK?”, SERAC would
still output “Boris Johnson”. We randomly sample
512 edits from CounterFact and convert them into
boolean questions with the prompt “Is it true that
{edit statement}?”.

The result is shown in Table 6. SERAC gets all
questions wrong. We conclude this is because the
counterfactual model that is responsible for infer-
ence on in-scope examples is too small5, and has
overfitted to the training data that includes automat-
ically generated implied examples.

6. Conclusion

This work has presented EREN, a zero-shot
retrieval-based model editing framework for black-
box LLMs that is scalable. The editor stores all edits

5SERAC finetunes a T5-small for the counterfactual
model.
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Method Unedited Full FT SERAC EREN
ES ↑ 9.4 4.7 0.0 100

Table 6: Edit success on simple boolean questions
converted from CounterFact with the template “Is
it true that {edit statement}”, which act as harder
in-scope examples.

in a growing notebook in natural text, and a reader
uses the notes to produce an answer if any of them
are relevant. Our experiments were conducted un-
der a black-box setting, where access to datasets
of edits and model parameters and activations was
not available, and we tested the model’s ability to
combine multiple edits, increasing its practicality
and applicability to a broad range of scenarios. Our
empirical results show that EREN significantly out-
performs the current state-of-the-art model editor,
demonstrating superior edit success and preser-
vation of the model’s behavior on unrelated edits.
We believe that EREN represents a significant step
towards the lifelong maintenance of LLMs.

Ethics Statement

The ability to quickly update knowledge in LLMs
has many benefits, but may also be used to inject
wrong knowledge, undesired behavior, or bias into
LLMs, although that is not the motivation of our
work. This method could also significantly increase
the input length, which may result in a higher carbon
footprint. However, we emphasize that the purpose
of editing models is to avoid the more expensive
choice of re-training the model when an update
to the parametric knowledge is requested. It is
also worth noting that most existing model editing
methods introduce more computation and memory
overhead than our method.
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MixQG accepts a context and an answer as the
input and produces a question, and since each
CounterFact template is supposed to prompt the
answer as a text continuation, we simply append
the answer to the template, and feed this as the
context to MixQG.

To create an edit, we convert one QA pair from
the edit scope into a declarative sentence with a
pretrained converter7, which is a T5-Base finetuned
on QA2D (Demszky et al., 2018). Interestingly, al-
though we could have simply appended the answer
to the prefix prompt provided in the vanilla Coun-
terFact, we found that converting it to a QA pair
and then to a declarative sentence may eliminate
ambiguity in the CounterFact prompts.

Note that the edit scope in CounterFact is cre-
ated by simply paraphrasing one question, which
means all answers are the same. An ideal edit
scope for evaluation should include all QA pairs
implied by the edit, but such data is too expensive
to collect. Thus, we leave such study for future
work.

A.2. Fact-Checking: FEVER
As mentioned in Section 4.1.2, we use the ver-
sion of FEVER that is released by De Cao et al.
(2021), which includes paraphrases created with
back-translation. However, when we want to edit
the model to make falsify a fact, we need to con-
struct the negation of the factual statement. To do
so, we turn the statement into a boolean question
with “Is it true that statement?” and feed this ques-
tion along with “no” to the QA pair to the statement
converter as mentioned above.

A.3. Filtering
As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, we create cleaner
versions of CounterFact and FEVER by remov-
ing poorly worded or labeled examples. Table 7
lists some examples for each type of bad example.
To reduce the computational cost, we first use a
pretrained NLI model (Nie et al., 2020) to automati-
cally construct a larger filtered dataset, then create
a smaller but cleaner version by manual filtering.

A.3.1. Automatic Filtering

We set the edit statement as the premise, then
feed each in-scope and out-of-scope input as the
hypothesis to the NLI model. But since Counter-
Fact examples are QA-pairs, we first convert them
to statements using a converter8 trained on QA2D
(Demszky et al., 2018).

7https://huggingface.co/domenicrosati/
QA2D-t5-base

8https://huggingface.co/domenicrosati/
question_converter-3b

• For in-scope inputs, we regard it as incor-
rectly labeled if the edit statement is neutral
to the input (neither entails nor contradicts).
However, since the NLI model is imperfect, we
require that the predicted probability of neutral
be less than 80% of the self-entailment proba-
bility of the edit statement (i.e., the probability
of the statement entailing itself).

• For out-of-scope inputs, we want the edit
statement to be neutral to the inputs. Again, we
require that the probability of the edit statement
is neutral to the input to be greater than 80%
of the self-entailment probability of the edit
statement.

It is important to note that inputs with unintelligi-
ble wording may not have been taken care of with
this filtering process. This is because unintelligible
wording of a fact is likely to be neutral of other facts,
so out-of-scope inputs with unintelligible wording
are likely to survive this filtering process.

Moreover, out-of-scope input of an edit may be
relevant to another edit, and such false out-of-
scopes are not taken care of with this procedure.
In CounterFact, such examples are rare since dif-
ferent edits have different subjects, but in FEVER,
for example, there is an edit statement “Saxony is
in Ireland” and an out-of-scope input “Saxony is the
sixth most populous Spanish state”. Performing
NLI on all pairs of edit statements and out-of-scope
inputs would be too expensive, therefore, we keep
them for the larger filtered data and filter them out
by manual filtering.

For CounterFact, the most common errors are
false out-of-scope and false in-scope questions.
False out-of-scope questions mainly arise from the
verbalized triples from Wikidata. This is because
many templates in CounterFact are about closely
related facts, and the templates are too ambiguous
to distinguish the differences. For instance, a tem-
plate about a person’s city of birth may be mistaken
for being about the person’s country of birth, such
as “Where was {subject} born?”.

A.3.2. Manual Filtering

The automatically filtered version of FEVER still
contains some erroneous examples as shown in
Table 2. Therefore, we pick the first 128 examples
from FEVER and manually filter out those that are
unintelligibly worded or are too ambiguous. Since
we use another 128 examples as out-of-scope ex-
amples, they must be unrelated to the former 128
edits. Therefore, to filter out false out-of-scopes,
we have to read the 128 edits, and make sure every
out-of-scope examples are irrelevant to each of the
128 edits.

https://huggingface.co/domenicrosati/QA2D-t5-base
https://huggingface.co/domenicrosati/QA2D-t5-base
https://huggingface.co/domenicrosati/question_converter-3b
https://huggingface.co/domenicrosati/question_converter-3b
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Type Example
CounterFact

Bad wording Edit: “Toko Yasuda, the”
False in-scope Edit: “Danielle Darrieux’s mother tongue is English.”

In-scope question: “What is the nationality of Danielle Darrieux?”
False out-of-scope Edit: “Danielle Darrieux’s mother tongue is English.”

Out-of-scope question: “What language does Danielle Darrieux speak?”
FEVER

Bad wording In-scope fact: “==References====External links==”
False in-scope Relevant Edit: “Nicholas Brody is a character on Homeland.”

In-scope fact: “Nicholas Brody is a character at home.”
False out-of-scope Relevant Edit: “Jayasudha is an actor that stars in Daag”

Out-of-scope fact: “Daag is a painting”

Table 7: Examples of the different types of error found in CounterFact and FEVER. Note that the examples
of CounterFact here is after mining hard out-of-scope examples and prefix-to-question conversion, but
most of these errors are found before conversion as well.

B. Prompts

When the reader in EmoRen determines that there
are no relevant edits, it outputs a predefined string
on irrelevant edit context. This predefined string
is usually specified in the prompt. The prompts
that we use for QA and fact-checking are listed in
Table 8, where the string for irrelevance is “unan-
swerable” and “It’s impossible to say” respectively.
However, we find that the wording of this string
has little impact on the performance of our prelimi-
nary experiments as long as they are semantically
equivalent.

C. Additional Experimental Details

C.1. ROME
In this work, we applied ROME on GPT-2-XL in-
stead of T5, because they can only be applied to
causal LMs. For better reproducibility, we used the
publicly released pre-computed layer statistics to
edit the pretrained GPT-2-XL. We use the following
prompt with few-shot exemplars to guide the model
to perform QA.
Q: Who is the President of China?
A: Xi Jinping

Q: When did World War II end?
A: 1945

Q: What is the capital of Norway?
A: Oslo

Q: Who is the main character in The Matrix?
A: John Wick

Q: Who is the founder of Apple?
A: Steve Jobs

Q: Which is the largest planet in our solar system?
A: Jupiter

Q: How many legs do spiders have?
A: Eight

Q: Does pure water conduct electricity?
A: No

Q: {question}
A:

Despite using this prompt, the model still displays
a strong tendency to output additional text after the
answer. Therefore, we only regard the first line of
the output sequence as the answer.

D. Different Base Models

We use few-shot demonstrations for T5 and
GPT3.5, because we find that these models (the
former is non-instruction-finetuned and the latter is
fine-tuned for chatting) cannot reliably follow the
instructions. Specifically, they are inclined to pro-
duce much more tokens in addition to the actual
answer, such as explanation for the context is rele-
vant/irrelevant.

E. Comparison to Evaluation Metrics
in Existing Works

The original paper of ROME (Meng et al., 2022a)
only evaluated the ability to apply one edit. Meng
et al. (2022b) showed, through empirical results,
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Task Type Prompt
MRC Read this and answer the question. If the question is unanswerable, say "unan-

swerable".

<context>

<question>
QA without con-
text

Please answer this question: <question>

Fact-checking
with context

<context>

Based on the paragraph, can we conclude that "hypothesis"?

OPTIONS:
- Yes
- It’s impossible to say
- No

Fact-checking
without context

Is it true that <hypothesis>?

Table 8: The prompts that we used for QA and fact-checking, which are hand-picked from the instructions
in the FLAN collection with slight modification.

that the efficacy of ROME drops steadily with in-
creased number of edits. Here, the “efficacy” met-
ric is defined as the proportion of in-scope exam-
ples where the probability of the target answer is
greater than the probability of the actual answer,
i.e., E[P (y∗) > P (y)], where y and y∗ are the orig-
inal and post-edit target outputs. However, our
evaluation metric, edit success, is more challeng-
ing, because only the exactly matches of the top-1
output sequence are counted as successful edits.

F. Comparison to SERAC

EREN differs from SERAC in the following points.

• Eliminating the need to train an extra in-
scope model. SERAC needs to train a coun-
terfactual model to use as the in-scope model.
Instead, EREN demonstrates how to lever-
age the reading comprehension capabilities of
LLMs to perform editing as the in-scope model
and directly use LLMs as the out-of-scope
model. In other words, we are unifying the in-
scope and out-of-scope models into one single
model. One of the main reasons SERAC un-
derperforms EREN is that the small in-scope
model has a different parametric memory (be-
cause it is much smaller) than the base model,
therefore, when the relevance estimation fails
and an edit is falsely identified as being rel-
evant, the in-scope model will not be able to

ignore the edit and produce the same predic-
tion as the base model.

• Improving relevance estimation. SERAC
has two kinds of relevance estimation. The first
one is to use a dual-encoder to calculate the
distance between the encodings of the ques-
tion and edits as their relevance, which is less
capable (this is the primary method used in
SERAC’s paper and our paper). The second
one is to iterate through every edit, concate-
nate the edit with the question, and feed them
into a binary classifier, which is very slow. In
EREN, we design a two-step retrieval process.
EREN first has a rough estimation process that
eliminates highly dissimilar edits, and then the
reader can condition on multiple edits simul-
taneously to estimate the relevance of edits.
This method is both expressive and efficient.

• Supporting edit combination. If one input is
relevant to multiple edits, SERAC is not able to
combine knowledge from the edits to produce
a correct answer. This is because the coun-
terfactual model is trained to condition on one
input-output pair at a time. In contrast, EREN
achieves this by performing generation condi-
tioned on all edits (the entire notebook). Pass-
ing only top-1 most relevant edit to the counter-
factual model also means that SERAC would
very likely produce wrong answers whenever
the top-1 prediction of the scope classifier is
incorrect.
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